Hello
We are Jesse and Sarah! We cannot imagine the incredibly dif cult decision that has led you to
looking at our pro le. Becoming a mother we imagine is scary enough and exploring adoption
must only make it even harder! We greatly respect you and your immense love for your child as
you explore what is best for both of you.
We have always had the desire to have a family. Even though we didn’t expect our rst child to
come through adoption God has different plans. He has been working on our hearts and healing
the wounds that have come with unexplained infertility. However, we are excited to be walking
this path to becoming rst-time parents and can’t wait to see where it leads us
Jesse and I met in 2009 and have been married for 10 years. Jesse is the oldest of 4 and a
Colorado native. He works in Software Engineering and loves to be outdoors Jeeping and
camping. Sarah is the oldest of 3 and claims the title of Colorado native since she moved here
when she was 4. She is a homemaker and loves outdoor adventures, crafting, cooking, and
baking. We have an and adorable Welsh Corgi named Harper who is involved in everything we
do. He’s happiest when his “herd” is together and we know he’s going to be great with a new
family member added to the pack!
Thank you for taking the time to get to know us a little bit. We will be praying for you as you
explore the option of adoption and that you will nd peace in the decision you make. We want to
bless you on your journey with the blessing we say every Friday evening during our Shabbat
dinner, from Numbers 6:22-27
“The Lord bless you and keep you. The Lord make his face shine upon you and be gracious to
you. The Lord lift up his countenance upon you and give you peace.
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